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This report contains a description of a large three-stage ~ompressnr 

whloh has been designed fnr detail thrco dimensional flow investlgat~ons. 

Particular attention has been pad to the accuracy of measurement on the ng 

and it 1s shown that the mzin errors are due to the unsteady nature of the flow 

and to speed fluctuations. Both of these factors are, however, consderably 

less than those nomm.Uy experienced r.n compressor test work. 

The test characteristics of the first sot of low stagger fYec vortex 

blading are presented and campared with van.ous thsoroticdl performance 

calculations. D~screpancles betifeen the theorctvxil and experimental character 

istics arc attributed to low devlatlons, and to wry little degeneratson of the 

sxxal velocity profde. Some rmscellancous results, including a description Of 

the surging behaviour of the compressor and the effect of blade position upon 

the measured statx pressure are also yvon. 
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1.0 Introduction - 

Although the secondary flow in cascades is fairly well understood, little 
is known about the more complex secondary flows which occur in axial compressors 
and turbines. These flows result in a considerable difference between the 
actual performance and that calculated from two dimensional cascade data, and 
account for about b2l.f the total losses occurring in compressors. 

These secondary flows have been described by various authors1s2r3 and 
include:- 

(i) The shed vorticity resulting from variations of circulation along 
the blade, either by design or due to tho velocity profile. 

(ii) Velocities associated with the radial prossurc gradients. 

(iii) Tip clearance and shroud ring leakages. 

(1~) Fluws resulting from the relative movement of the inner and 
outer annulus malls. 

(v) Possible rotor and stntor interference effects. 

In order to make a dotailed investigation of these secondary effects a 
large scale compressor and its associated equipment have been built. A turbine 
similar to the compressor and to be driven by it, is also under construotion. 

This report describes the compressor and its equipment, and the methods ._ 
of making the various measurements. The accuracy of these measurements is also 
considered, particular attention being paid to the calibration of the venturi 
meter. Some results of a preliminary nature are presented including the overall 
and stage characteristics which arc compared with various theoretical estimates 
of performance. The influence of blade position on static pressure measurement 
and. the behaviour of the compressor when surged have also been examined. 

2.0 The apparatus 

2.1 The compressor 

The main design considerations wcrc that the compressor should be fully 
instrumentated, of convenient siso and power, and corresponding in diameter 
ratio and aspectrntlototi?c171ddlc stages of conventional compressors. 

A lnr&e blade chord was dcsirablo 

(i) to reduce the powr nccdcd to obtain full scale Reynolds Number 

(4 to permit the USC of instruments which arc small compared with 
the region being investigated, but large enough to avoid 
sluggishness and difficulty in manufacture, 

(iii) to mcasurc blade static pressure distributions, since the pressure 
tappings have to be taken out along the blade through hypodermic 
tubing which must be of reasonable size to avoid sluggistx~ss. 
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An aspect rat10 of two and a diameter ratio of 0.7 \fere consdmd 

representative. A convcnlent blade chord was about three Inches, which gave 
a blade hclght of SIX lnchcs, and lnslde and outsldc diameters of twenty eight 
and forty inches respectlvsly. Tho axial pitchulg of the blade rows is four 
inches or one and ono third blade chords so that the axial blade rc~ soparntion 
1s rather greater than a third of a chord, thus allowing ample room for 
tmverslng instruments. 

In order to cxnm~nc the effect of an oxul velocity profllc after it ha.3 

dcvelopcd appreciably, there are three stages uf gcometrlcnlly slmrlar bladlng, 
there being a negllglble dcnslty cbnge through the compressor. Full scale 
Reynolds number of 3 x 105 occurs at about 1000 r.p.m. The hcrsc-power under 
thssc condltlons for convcntlonz1 bladrng ~111 be about one hundred, which ~111 
result in a torque of about flvc hundred foot-pounds, both of whrch are of 
convcnicnt magnltudc to supply and ~'~casure vrlth commerclaliy nvulable cqulp- 
mcnt. An external side vlcw of the compressor is shown In Fig. 1. 

In order to avou3 interference from the wakes of spiders, an over-hung 
construction was used as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and smcc there arc only 
thrco stages and the speed is low It was convenlcnt to use a drum construction 
nlth the support bearing in a cone protrud.l.ng within the drum. Thus the 
bcnrlng nenrcst the rotor was close to the rotor centre of grnvlty and the 
whirling speed was greatly lncrcascd compared with n more oonventlonal dcslgn. 
The constructIon IS mnlnly of light alloy, the rotor being cast alumuuun 
alloy and m three sectzons. Both rotor and stntor blades arc slotted in 
pcrlphcrnl grooves, thus allowing vnrlntlons of pitch and relatlvc blade 
posltlons ln adjacent rows. 

2.2 Compressor lnstrumontatlon 

The compressor is at present cqulppcd to un=stlgatc the nlrflo;r between 
the blade rows and the stator blade static pressure distrlbutlons. It 1s 
hoped to promdc later for static pressure measurements on the rotor blades 
and possloly travcrsln& of the stator blade passages. 

Travcrslng the uutruments bct?neen and relative to the blade rows 1s 

obtained by rotation of the stator blade holding r~.ngs to obtain pcrlphoral 
movement. Fig. 2 shows these stator rings. The rl@dly mounted lnstrumsnt 
carrugc provldcs radial traversing and rotates the Instrument for yaw mcasurc- 
mcnt. Eaoh of the stator blade holding rings rolls upon the outer races of 
four slnglc row ballbcarlngs hold by thou centre races and 1s actuated by a 
worm wtnch mcshcs with a worm wheel cut on the outsldc of the stator blade 
holding ring. The posltlon of the stator blade is lndlcated by a graduated 
dlalattachcd to the worm shaft. 

The lnntrumcnt carrzagc IS shcwn 1.n FL&:. 4 and can be fitted uto any 
of s=x equally spaced bosses whch arc provided on the stator casing bctwccn 
each pau of blodc rows. A dowel peg located in the boss prevents rotntlon of 
the trnvorsc gear and also serves to fix the zero for yaw measurement. The yaw 
measurcmcnt of the traverse gear LS made backlash free by spring loading the 
worm, which actuates the yaw mcnsurcmcnt, into the worm wheel and flxlng the 
explormg Instrument to a square cast iron rod. This slules radially In a 
Vce slot Into whuzh rt LS pressed by a phosphor bronze leaf spring. Radial 
movcmcnt is obtained by a pinion actlq on n rack cut on the lnszde edge of 
the cast iron rod, and radlnl positlon 1s measured. by means of a scale on the 
outside edge of the rod which 1s viewed through a slot In the phosphor bronze 
leaf sprxng. A vernier scale 1s engraved on the sldc of the slot In the leaf 
spring. 
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2.3 Outlet auctulg 

In order to cxtcnd thz flo+! range to sncludc low pressure rises at high 
mass flows it is essential that as much of the outlot velocity as possible be 
rccov~red in J diffuser. Ths is the purpose of the outlet ducting, which 
also incorporates an airflow measuring venturimeter and the throttle. A 
longitudinal scotion through it is shown in Fig. 5. 

Immtdiatcly follovring the compressor there is an annular diffuser of 
approximately eight dogrccs equivalent cone angle which has eight acrofoil 
section spiders to support the czntrnl cone, and with blading having outlet 
swirl these would exert a considerable straightening effect since their pitoh- 
chord ratio is low. The diffuser outlet drnmotcr is 50 inches and it is 
immediately followed by n straightening gauze having about two vcloclty heads 
pressure drop. 

After the gauec there IS a settling length one dinmetcr long in which a 
honeycomb straightener of 10 inche I s nxlal length and having one inch square 
passages can be placed if the compressor has a high outlet I&nrl. Thus IS 
followed by the venturimeter contraction which is a sine ourvc, a convenient 
shape wlilch avoids cxccssive curvature and changes of slope. The venturi 
throat is twenty ought inches in diameter and is fabricated from one eighth 
inoh thick plate. Static holes were made in it by screwing in brass inserts 
which are smoothed off on the insidc. The throat vcloclty head is dtifuscd 
through an eight degree conical diffuser up to the ontrame to ttz throttle. 

2.4 The throttle 

The outlct throttle IS shown in Fig. 5 and co~~bmnes the advantage of 
being an efficient diffuser when openwrth that of discharging normal to the 
axis of the compressor. Tins was ncccssary since the axial length available 
was 1rmiteil. 

The centre conical part of this annular throttle is made of wood with a 
large tapped brass insert at the centre which moves on a substantial steel 
shaft having a square thread cut on it which mates with the brass nut. The 
throttle is actuated by a hand wheel attached to the end of the shaft, the 
hand wheel aloo acting as a fine position indicator by moving over n gmduatcd 
mrcle behind it. The coarse position of the throttle is read directly from a 
scale alongside the moving centre cone and attached to the fixed metal outor 
part of the throttle, thus the exit area of the throttle was directly propor- 
tional to the throttle position given by these readings and, as described in 
3.3, this was used in conJunction with the throttle pressure drop to measure 
the airfla? at 1~ flows and high pressure rises. 

2.5 The drive. 

The compressor is driven by an clcctric motor wt-uch is swung to allcnv 
d+.rcct menourcmcnt of the driving torque. The driving motor is a level 
compound direct current shunt motor supplied by a motor generator set with 
Ward-Lconnrd control which permits continuous speed variation from zero to top 
speed. Thr? motor is swung by the end-shields, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3, in 
double rev? sclf aligning ball races. About scvcn balls in each bearing are 
touching both races at a given time. It is shown in 3.1 that the shaft rotates 
about its geometric centre, at least for the small angular movement involved In 
weighing the torque with the stiff weighing maclune used and subJect to the 
small vibration present when running. 
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The motor is swung with the feet in a vertical plane as shown in F'lgs. 1 
and 2. The torque on the motor frame is transmitted to the springless type of 
weighing machine through knife edges which are attached to a short steel bar 
which protrudes horisontally from the motor lrfting eye socket. The main 
armature and the field currents for t'ne motor are supplied through mercury pots 
directly beneath the motor axis, thus avoiding buoyancy effects on the torque 
measurement, due to the slight movement when weighing. 

A small gear box IS lnoorporated in tne outer motor and shield from whxh 
tie drives are taken for speed measurement. &me the speed measuring devices 
are fixed to the motor and not the support, the power consumption is automatic- 
ally subtracted from the motor output and no correction to the measured torque 
1s necessary. 

3.0 Measurements 

3.1 Input power and speed 

Since the maximum temperature rise of the compressor is only thres degrees 
centigrade and the air is discharged into the room, the variations of inlet 
temperature are of this order. Thus it is not convenient to measure the 
temperature rise directly and it must be calculated from the Input peer and 
mass flow. 

The method of torque measurement has been indicated in Section 2.5 and 
it requires the accurate measurement of the effective torque arm and the 
calibratxon of the wcigh~ng machine. The wc~ghing machine is of the direct 
rending dial type and it w&s checked with known werghts over its full range of 
400 lb., and no error greater than one fifth of a pound could be found. 

The torque arm was measured directly, assuming rotations about the 
centre of the shaft as 22.02 inches with an error of about !Z 0.01 inches. In 
order to check this value and to determine whether the motor was rotating about 
the centre of the bearing, or possibly about each of the ball bearings in turn, 
the effective torque arm was found indirectly. Another torque arm was fixed on 
the opposite sv?ie of the motor and weights attached to knife edges fixed to it. 
Hence, from the measured distance between the two sets of krufe edges ati the 
ratio of the weights and the weighing machine readings, the effective torque 
arm and point of suspension could be found. The moan torque arm found from 
four such tests was ZZ.OjO inches and the average deviation from the mean of 
t'he four tests was 0.015 inches. Hence this value is probably accurate to 
better than one part in a thousand. Those tests covered different ranges of the 
we~glung machxne and the motor was run at the same time to provide a slxght 
vlbratlon, such as ccours during normal running, in order to remove any tendency 
to stickiness. 

The input torque to the compressor is then obtamncd as the dlfferenco 
between the measured torque and the torque at the snmc speed when the motor 18 
uncoupled. This latter is not zero "wing to the motor windage and frictional 
effects which are, however, small. The moving parts of the weighing machine 
are protected from the motor cooling draught. 

The speed is measured by two instruments nttnchcd to the ho shafts of 
the motor end shield gear box. One IS an indicating tachometer of the conven- 
tional aircraft type which is used to observe ‘any variations of speed, for 
settuq th" speed and koeplng It constant. Tbc other is a direct countug 
mstrumcnt which gives the mean speed over the period of a test. Thxz consists 
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of a commutator in serxes with a battery and an electrxal pulse counter, the 
circuit being electrically interlocked with another c~cult whxh starts and 
stops a stop-watch. By th1.s means the average speed over an interval can be 
f?cund to any desued degree of accuracy, 2000 revolutions bexng normally counted, 
with a corresponding accuracy of one part zn a thousand. 

Although the mean speed can be accurately determined, varzaticns in speed 
are equally important since these affect the other measurements wbxh are 
being taken. This 1s one of the main sources of error, It is of the order of 
a quarter of one per cent at the top speed and becomes more serious as the speed 
decrease 8. It is hoped to reduce this effect at the lower speeds by en 
electrcnx speed regulator attached to the Ward-Leonard set. 

3.2 Pressure rise 

The ntatlc pressure between each blade row is measured at tirelve points 
around the circumference. These are spaced equally except for two which are 
slightly offset due to the split In the casing, 
blades 1s a multiple of twelve, 

Thus, when the number of 
ten static holes ere simrlarly placed with 

respect to blades, This IS the case with the present set of blades which have 
a p&tch-chord ratlo of about 0.75 at the mean diameter. Itwlll be seen from 
a later section that the statlo pressure field of the blades is appreciable at 
the static hole position, and it fcllcavs that errors will be introduced by 
variations in blade pitching and static hole position. 

The static holes are each 0.052 znches in dlameter and are drilled in the 
bottom of brass tubes which convey the pressure through the double caolng end 
the gap bdxeen. The ends of the tubes are smoothed off flush with the inside 
of the casLng. 

In addition to the static holes on the cuter casing there are four more 
on the Inner casing nt the inlet Just before the rotor drum and cppcszte to 
the rcw before the inlet guide vanes. There is a difference of about 1% x & 
Va* between these two static pressures due to the bend of the annulus at the 
mlet, the pressure on the cuter wall statx being lower. Thus the intake 
efficiency calculated from the cuter stztx is low and inaccurate. 

In order to detemlne if there was any systematic peripheral variatlcn of 
static pressure tkrcwhcut the compressor, the variation from the mean at each 
blade rcw 1s plotted ngaznst pcsrtxcn round the circumference In Fig. 6. NC 
systematic csrcumferentlal variatlcn IS apparent and from the analysis of these 
results the "standard error" 
0.4% x &Yi& 

of the mean static pressure at each rm 1s ebcut 
These statxc pressures were lnstantanecusly observed, no attempt 

being mode to average the indicated pre ssure ever a period of time. 

Total head pressures are measured with combs of total head tubes which cm 
be inserted An the holes provided for the exploring instruments and some are 
shtzvn in Fig. 4, Each comb has one tube at the rmddle of the unnulus and one 
i 41 s, 1 and 14 inches from cnch wall m&ix nine tubes In all. 

3.3 Nclss f-tcw 

It is clesirablc that any mass flow measuring devices shall be at the 
compressor cutlet to avcld mtcrference with the znlet velocity profile. Home 
a venturimeter, which combines the advantage of direct calxbratlcn by traversing 
with a 1~7 pressure loss, is placed m the cutlet ductin&. The 'cbrcttle is also 
calibrated for mass flow in terms of pressure drop and opening, This is used nt low 
flows when the throttle pressure drop is high while that across the venturimeter 
is relatively lav. 
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A longitudinal section of the venturimeter and the adJaCent ductlng is 
shown in Pig. 5. Since the area of the venturi throat is approximately equal 
to that of the compressor annulus and the diameter ratio of the venturi is 
large it is convenient to calibrate the venturimeter by expressing the compres- 
sor axial velocity head in terms of the venturi pressure drop. 

A convenlcnt express*on ls:- 

(&pg) compressor outlet = KAp (1 - kAp) 

where Ap is the venturi pressure drop and ii and k are constants, 

Ap is measured between static holes I:> the venturi throat and a section 
just before the contraction by means of a Bets manometer. The actual static 
hole pressures used need not be accurately representative of conditions at the 
cross sections considered but must be consistent Since Ap must be proportional 
to the compressor outlet velocity head for incompressible flow without losses. 

k is a small, but not negligible, factor for taking compressibility into 
account by means of a parabolic approximation and for allowing for pressure 
losses between the compressor outlet and the venturi throat. That part of k 
which is due to compressibility is calculated from the cross sectional area of 
the various portions of the duct1 while that due to losses in the outlet 
ducting and gauze is calculated from experimentally measured losses. 

K mnc~orates the velocity of approach factor, venturi discharge 
ooeffmxelit and the effect of the ratio of the compressor annulus area to the 
venturi throat area. It is found by maintaining Ap constant and determining 
' Ta2 at the compressor outlet from the flov{ measured at the venturi throat, 
go determine this flow it is necessary to know the distribution of total head 
ana statxc pressure in the throat. The total head pressure distribution was 
found by traversing the throat with a pitot tube which projected about three 
inches upstream of the aerofoil Section tubing to which it was attached in order 
to avoid interference with the boundary layer profile. Two perpendicular 
diameters were traversed and the profile IS shown in Pig. 7. The variations 
between profiles were small compared with the variations in the mean profile. 
Some trouble was experienced at first due to gradual clogging of the gauee 
resulting in a change of the throat total head profile but this was cured by 
fitting a coarser gauze of one quarter inch clear mesh woven from one eighth 
inch diameter stainless wire. 

The throat static pressure was measured at eight positions round the 
czrcumf'erence at the traversing section, and its variation along the wall of 
the throat was found from four rows of four tappings. Each of the static 
tappings was O.OjO inches in diameter and smooth on the inside. The throat 
assembly was tested for leaks by covermg it with a medium oil when the 
internal Iressure was above atmospheric. The static pressure distribution along 
the throat axis was determined by moans of a half inch diameter static tube 
which proJected in front of the throat so that the contraction would stabilise 
the boundary layer. This axial static pressure distribution is plotted in 
Fig. 8 together with the peripheral variation at the traverse section which shows 
a slight systematic variation. 
about O.&/o x &pya2 

The static pressure on the axis is seen to be 
greater than the value at the outside wall or, since the 

maximum will occur at the centre, the-value at the area mean diameter is about 
0.4/Y x $pv,C Henoe the effect on $ and the efficicncywill amount to about 

m 
0.2,> and will be such as to reduce the mass flow and increase the efficiency. 
The mass flow is also reduced by about 0.276 due to the humidity, This was 
assumed constant since any error due to its variation was necessarily small. 
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The outlet throttle was calibrated by plotting:- 

@mpressor outlet velocity head s 
Throttle pressure drop 

against throttle position. This gave a straight line with some scatter at very 
low flows, where the venturi measurement was relatively inaccurate. From this 
mean lme and knowing the throttle pressure drop and position the compressor 
outlet velocity head was obtained. 

4.0 Desiit,n 

The first set of blading is low stagger, theflovr coefficient being 0.8 
at the mean dLameter where the rotor and stator design air outlet angles are 
24.6 and 3.4 degrees respectively. The design temperature rise coefficient 
at mean diameter was 1.0, where the pitch-chord ratio of both rotor and stator 
19 0.742. The blades were twisted to make the whirl velocities inversely 
proportional to the radius (free vortex flow), with 5% reaction at the inside 
diameter. 

These air angles were to be obtained from constant lOI/, thxk C4 SeCtion 
blading on a parabolic camber line having the position of maximum camber &C$ 
of the chord from the lending edge. Both the design and measured blade angles 
and detaxls of the compressor dimensions are given in Appendix I. Smoe the 
flow is virtually incompressible, the blading in each stage is the same. 

The predicted temperature rise coefficient was based on an assumed work 
done factor of 0.86, deduced from multi-stage compressor test result&. Present 
methods of performance estimation employ work done factors of 0.98, 0.93, 0.88 
for the first three stages respectively and thereafter for the remaining stages 
3 constant value of 0.835. Thus the mean value for ten stages is 0.86 and for 
three, 0.93, and. the predicted temperature rise for this three stage compressor 
would be correspondingly bigher. 

The design of the rig and the first set of blading were completed several 
years ago. It is not representative of contemporary designs whxh have higher 
staggers and generally employ circular arc camber lines. It is not thought 
that the low stagger design will detract from the value of three dunensional 
flow Lnvestigations on this blading. 

5.0 Test results 

5.1 The overall and stage characteristics with inlet m&e vanes 

The mean stage charactoristicg, plotted as temperature rise coefficient 

ETJAT 7 pressure rise coeflio~ent AL. . 
&Jm ;$TJn2 ’ ’ 

and efftiiency, (the ‘ratio bf these 

two) ; against flow coefficient, T 3 are given in Fig. 9. The characteristics 
Yn 

are given for speeds of 900, 700 and. 500 r.p.m., corresponding to mean stage 
Reynolds,numbers based on the inlet velocity and blade chord of 2.8, 2.2, and 
I.6 x IO7 respectively at the design flow coefficient of 0.8, These coefficients 
include the compressor btisring and drum windage losses and. are based on zhe 
static pressure rise. Since the overall pressure rises at 900, 700 an 

a30° r.p,m. are approximately 12, 7 and 3& inches of water, the changes in &pa 2 
r;ht-ough the compressor are about 2,l and. Y$$ respectively. The tosal head pressure 
rises and efficiencies will be oorrcspondingly lower than the sza-cic values. 
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It 1s seen that Reynolds number has little effect on the temperature 
rxe, that 1s the outlet an@, for the Reynolds number lnvestigatcd. The 
effect on the losses, and hence the effxlency and prossure rise, LS nppreclnble 
however, rind thus the effect of Reynolds number 1 s sunlar to that prevuxsly 
observed at the N.G.T.E. and reported In Ref. (6). The corrcs$ondmng peak 
total head efAcicncy at the hghest Reynolds number was 88.5$, including 
bearzng and wsndagc losses. 

The charncterlstxs calculated by means of RLf. (I+) are also plotted on 
FL&. 9, work done i'nctors of 0.98, 0.93 and 0.88 bezn:; assumed for the fxst, 
second and thrd s tngcs rcspectivcly. The main difference belxeen the 
calculated and experlnlentnl char;lcterxtlcs 1.8 ihe greater observed work 
cappaclty of the blndlx, the dxcrepancy increasing as the flow uxxeases. The 
tugh effuxency ranp,c of the compressor 1s also much grcnter than cnlculztcd. 
The surged characteristxcs are also g=vcn for the lc%iest speed, but were not 
repeated at hgher speeds where the blade stresses, rrhxh are not known, would 
be h&her. It 1s not expected that the surge flow ~11 vary much vnth Reynolds 
number since the flow I.S very turbulent. 

The stage prcssure rise characterutlcs are plotted m Fig. 10 and it AS 
clear from these that at the design flow coeffxient of 0.8 the fust stage is 
dani; consulerably losb work than the othszr two. Thx LS contrary to expecta- 
tlon, sxnce, due to dc&eneratlon of the velocity profllc, the work done and 
pressure rune ore normally greatest LA the fust stazc of compressors. 

Smcc the work done Ln the last two stage 9 was 30 ,&reot that 1t could 
not bc accounted for, even by n work done factor OJ? unity, the stator fluid 
outlet angles were measured nt the mean dmwter and the traverses are shown 
In Frg. 11. Clearly the raean stator flud outlct angle was approxunately zero 
compared vuth a cascade value lnterpolatcd from Ref. (8), of 1.50, which 1s also 
in agreement vrlth Ref. (9). The outlet nngle frau the inlet guide vanes was 
correct and hence the first stage was doing consrdcrnbly less work than the 
other two. 

5.2 Pcrformoncc rrlthout Inlet gcude vanes at the desljin flow 
coefi lcxnt 

In order to attempt to match thx first stage to the other two, the inlet 
gude vanes were removed and the compressor re-tested. The overall ,and stage 
cheracterlstlcs of the compressor in tlus state are shown In FL&S. 13 and 14 
respcct~vely. The stage pressure rises are now seen to be almost equal at the 
design flow cocffxlent of 0.0. 

The stage performance does not detcrioratc through the compressor, as is 
normally the cast due to aegcnerntlon of the velocity profile. To mnvcst~gatc 
thm the outlet vclocsty profll i: iins obtained and IS plotted in Fsg. 12. It 
1s scen to be very flat, and this lack of dL&cneratlon 1s thought to be due 
to good flow condltlons at the blade ends. The-e include the good inlet 
velocity profllc, rcsultmng In the uxldences bung near design and little 
reduction In Reynolds number ocourrlry near the blade ends. The blade ttuok- 
ness IS constant along the blade heleht and equal to lO;d, a value close to the 
optmum from the sncldence raqe point of view. Since the dcslen 1s free 
vortex, adverse mcxlences ~111 not result from changes ~11 the axial velocity 
profrla necessary to sntlsfy rndal equlllbruun. Also the umch numbers are so 
low as to be neglrglblc. The blade root fillets and tzp clearances are also 
favourable. Thu lack of dcgcnerntron has been observed previously on the 
slmllar but rather hghcr stagger, compressor of Ref. (10). 
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5.3 Off-design nerformancc without inlet guide vanes 

Off design the stage static prcYU -cure rise characteristics differ 
considerably in slope and have been little changed in this respect by the 
removal of the inlet guide vanes. In order to determine if this could be 
accounted for by the velocity profile changing so as to satisfy radial 
equilibrium, the performance was calculated assunury radial equilibrium to be 
satisfied betmen the blade rows by the method given in Ref. (11). The stator 
outlet angle was taken to be zero and the rotor outlet angles to be given by 

tan? = 0.07j5r - %2 

where r is the radLus ~.n inches. Thus the flow is free vortex when the flow 

coefficient va 
u, 

= 0.80. 

The calculated axral velocity profiles at four flovi coefficients are 
shovrn in Fig. 15, from which it is clcnr that the axial velocity at the mean 
diameter is close to the mean axial velocity. Since the stator outlet angle 
is zero, and there can thus be no radial pressure gradients, the calculated 
stage static pressure rises at the outside diameter are about equal to that 
calculated on mean dlametor condltsons and using the mean axial velocity. 
Hence the stage performances calculated on this basis, which are plotted in 
Fig. 14, are approximately equal and radial equilibrium cannot explain the 
different performances. 

As when ths inlet guide vanes were in, ths high efficiency part of the 
chracterlsilc 1s very wide. This IS very likely associated with tha failure 
of the velocity profile to degenerate which, it was pointed out in Section 5.3, 
was connected vnth favourable flow conditions near the blade ends resulting 
m low secondary losses. 

6.0 The influence of blade position on static pressure measurement 

It was found that varying the position of the stator blade affected the 
static pressure measurement both before and after the stator blade rows. Some 
traverses are shown in Fig. 16 from which it is seen that the variation amounts 
to about + i$ of the stage rise at design point. The static holes were two- 
thirds of a blade chord behind the centre of the blade rows. The effect would 
probably dimirmsh rapidly if this distance were increased, 

It 1s seen t‘.ut the traverses after the blade row intersect in an 
approxLmately fixed position about I$ below eero which is useful for obtainmg 
stage characteristics. Whether this effect is entirely due to the blade static 
pressure field or to the root fillets ~b noL known but further information 
would stem desirable and could be obtained from a cascade tunnel. 

Provided the static holes are in the same position relative to blades in 
each stage, this effect will cancel out except for the first stage. 

7.0 The behaviour of the compressor when surced 

7.1 Observed flow 

As on most medium and lav stagger compressors of conventaonal diameter 
ratlo, when the throttle is closed there comes a point close to the peak 
pressure rise when the nature of the flow suddenly changes aoccnnpanied by a 
reduction of pressure rAsc. The flow is then of a periodic nature which is 
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usually known a3 surging. The flc# in this compressor near the inlet has 
been exasmnod when the compre ssor was 2n th13 state by means of wool tufts and 
consists of a single rotating band having reverse flow at the outside of the 
annulus but inward f'le~ at the inuido. That thum was only one band, iins 

confarmed by the static pressure distribution round the circmnfcroncc since 
when any row of static tapping3 are connected in order to adJacont manometer3 
a Slll~k wave 1s scx2n to travel across In the direction of rotntion. That the 
flovi as a whole was not pulsating: was confirmed by the steady driving torque. 

The flow remains similar as the throttle LS further closed, the blow-back 
ocoupyinc: rather more of the cycle. If the throttle is opened past a certain 
pornt the flow clmnges again nncl moves up towards the main charncterLstic but 
can remain at an intermediate point. If the throttle 13 then closed it will 
follow out a short rising c'haractteristic before the flow changes once more to 
that of the main surged characteristic. The backward flow on the short surge 
line is similar at a11 radii and the pulse~p~xsrs to be steeper and shorter 
than that of the main swgc as if two or three blade passages were complctcly 
blown back. This appears to be confirmed by observation with wool tufts. 

The frequencies of the surges are given in the following table a3 a 
percentage of tht rotor speed. They did not vary with mass flow or speed. 

FhlIl iiznor 

With mlet guide vanes 32.1 42.8 

Without inlet guide vanes 40.6 50.9 

7.2 The chnrnctcrintics when surged 

The over-all surged characteristics are giwn m Fig. 18. The beginnings 
and ends of the characteristics, including the main, are not definite points 
but very short region3 of instability. If the compressor 13 started from rest 
when the throttle is in such a position that it is possible for the compressor 
to run surged at that setting,, then it will run on the major surged character- 
3 st1c. 

Although the input paver is steady, when the compreosor is surged, the 
pressurc3 are fluctuating and the coefficients plotted are based upon observed 
mean values. The manometer fluctuations were small compared with the pressure 
rise due to toe high damping in the prcssuro measuring system. The static 
pressure oscillations after the last stator have been measured with the piezo 
electric manomotcr of ricf. (12) and are between Ii and 2 times Spurn 2 for both 
s'urguc. Tim pressure riso can be measured directly, without trouble due to the 
fluctu3tion3, by moans of a U-tube mnnomettr connected to equiphasc points in 
the varlouo rows ol' statx holes. 

The high officicncy (7C$) of the short (minor) surge 1s surprising <and 
the distribution of pressure rise smong the 
be almost normal. 

stages given in Fig. 17 is seen to 
It would appear therefore that little air is blowiw back or 

else the backward flwl IS of tngh efficiency. A high efficiency seems most 
unlikely since the gas angles arc most unfavourable nti the sharp trailing 
edges and low reaction of the stator blades would almost certainly load to 
breakaway with a corresponding low efficiency. As mcntioncxl in 7.1 ohserva- 
Cons indicnte that there is relatively little backflow through two or three 
pnsnagc3 only. 
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The pressure rxse of the forward flcwlng air will be given by the pressure 
rise above atmospheric at the end of the annular dtifuser, ncglcctlng intake 
and diffuser losses znd the small vcloclty head at this section. Such character- 
lstics for the ccmprcssor wl'ch the inlet guide vanes in arc given in Fig. 18. 
The pressure rise charactcr1stx of the minor surge 1s seen to have a negative 
smo, indicating that the forward flcwrr air is rcstrxtcd to a dcfl~te 
flow arc3 and 1n ccnscqucncc the axial velocity is rcduccd Nld the prcssurc 
rxc increases. when the throttle LS closed. The prcssurc rise characteristic 
of the main surge 1s flat which confirms the cbscrvntxon that the change =n 
nett through-put is obtain4 by varying the percentage of the nnnulus blown 
back, tbc velocities and gas angles apparently rcmainmg unaltorcd. The 
slight fall in prcssurc rise at very love mass flows is attributed to the wxm- 
ing up of the air in the ccmprcsscr. 

8.0 conc1us10ns 

(I) The compressor is sntlsfnctory for the purpcsc for nhich it was designed, 
that is the detnllcd lnvcstigntlon of the airflow within a ccmprcsscr. It 1s 
nlso suitable for the nccurnte mensurcmcnt of overall performance, the mass 
flm, work input and mean speed berng accurately known but the instantaneous 
speed and the static pressure rise are rather less accurate. 

(2) Static pressure measurements arc greatly affected by static hole 
posltlon and a number of holes spaced cvcr a blade pitch appear dcslrable to 
cbtaln reasonable accuracy in the frost stage characterlstx. The effect will 
cancel out in the other stages provided the static holes are m the same 
position relative to blades. The effect might bc due to the blades cr the 
fillets and could be lnvcstigatcd on a cascade tunnel. 

(3) The deviations at mean dxunctcr arc lower than those of two-dlmenslcnal 
flow. Ttm results in an increased work capnclty and, if the lnlct glude vanes 
glvc the two dlmcnslonnl outlet angle, a fast stage charnctcnstlc different 
from those of the other stages. This has been cbscrvcd on other ccmprcsscrs. 

r(;~ldlyCon*=ry t c general cxperxncc the velocity prcfllc dots not degenerate 
. The same feature has hcwcvcr been observed In nnother large expcri- 

mental compressor. This 1s probably due to favourable flaw conditions near 
the blade ends. It results in thigh work done fxtors in the lntcr stages. 

(5) The high cfficlcncy is m?zntaxncd ever n wide range of mass flow. It IS 
thought that the good velocity profde IS rcsponslblc for this. 

(6) The stecpncss of the first stage static pressure rise characteristic 
measured at the outside dizmctcr LS attrlbutcd to the axial vcloczty profile 
not having reached Its form for rndlnl cquxlibrium at the static hclc posltlon, 
one sixth of n chord bchznd the blade row. 

(7) In **XXX mm of (3), (4), (5) and (6), the usual stage by stage cnlcula- 
tions of Ref. ? 4) and (7) peatly underestimate the cn ati off design performmce. 

(8) When the compressor 1s surged there 1s a single rotatz.ng band of reversed 
flow. It 1s believed that on the short surge line there is a small number of 
blade passages ccmpletcly blown back and on the main surge the blow back is at 
the outsuk dzamctcr and extends over a number of passages. The sir flcwing 
through th? compressor durxng the main surge always has the same prcssurc rise 
nhcrcas on the minor surge it follows a rising charactcrlstic as the flow IS 
reduced. 
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Compressor ck?ometrg and ‘?lcl& inspectIon 

Inside diameter = 28 m. ) 
outs1ae alameter = 40 lrl. ) I.D./O.D. = 0.7 

Blnrle height = 6 in. ) 
Blade chord = 3 m. ) IIe1ght/Chord = 2.0 

48 blades per row .*. s/c = 0.874 O.D. 
= 0.742 ia.D. 
= 0.611 I.D. 

Dutance apart of blade rows - centre to centre = 4 ux. = 13 C!hO?XlS 

Ref. (15) Blade base profde = c4 
The blade thxckness-chord rat.10 was constant and = I@ 
Camber lxne - Parabolzc Arc Q/C = 40/o 
Rotor and stator tip clearances = 0.040 in. + 0.010 

= 0.7% blade height. 
in. 

Jl the stator blndes and rotor blades were to the same 
of each of the Inlet gude vanes, rotor blades and stator blades were 
inspected by proJcctlrq n ten tunes full sxc unage together with the blnde base 
datum for determuung the stagger. Thx was done at five sections, these 
bang the txp, mxddle and half an uch from the root, together with halfway 
between these posltlons. 

The method of determinuq the blade outlet angles uas to put 111 the 
camber line, measure the m-lx~mum comber and, nssumxng a/c: = 0.4, 
caloula7;e x, and. x9. The method of drav.vrlng tangents to the cnmber line was 
trued but found to be-uxonsrstent and mruccurate. 

The mean angles are tabulated on page 18. 

In adrlltlon to tkls the proJectlons were compared wxth drw~ngs on the 
snmc scale and the blades examined to see that they were of good shape and 
accuracy. 

A fdlet of l/2 in. radius extended round the blade root. 



Rewriting this exprcss~cn as:- 
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Ku.AT w x constant - r: -v 
%J2 am {-$SV,20. &ou,4’/2 

where suffix 8 refers to th? ocmpr~ssor out&t. The error can be seen to 
consist of IA,?& due to -$~p8.&8, 0.1;; due to u,,, and about I/$ due to fluctuatlonn 
m the lndunted weight. Ccmbirung these and bearing in mud that t&y are 
xdependent, the accuracy of the floti coefficient will be about 0.e. 

Since the Mach number 1s low and never exceeds 0.23 at the mean dlamcter, 
any variation in the chnracterlstics wLth speed wdl, after allowing far bear- 
ing and windage losses, be attributnble to Reynolds number effects. 
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